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LONG-TERM NEURAL EMBEDDING OF CHILDHOOD ADVERSITY
Abstract (250/250 words)
Background: Childhood adversity has been previously associated with alterations in brain structure, but
heterogeneous designs, methods, and measures have contributed to mixed results and have impeded
progress in mapping the biological embedding of childhood adversity. We sought to identify long-term
differences in structural brain integrity associated with childhood adversity.
Methods: Multiple regression was used to test associations between prospectively-ascertained adversity

f

during childhood and adversity retrospectively-reported in adulthood with structural MRI measures of

oo

midlife global and regional cortical thickness, cortical surface area, and subcortical grey matter volume in

pr

861 (425 female) members of the Dunedin Study, a longitudinal investigation of a population-

re
-

representative birth cohort.

Results: Both prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported childhood adversity were associated

lP

with alterations in midlife structural brain integrity, but associations with prospectively-ascertained

na

childhood adversity were consistently stronger and more widely distributed than those with
retrospectively-reported childhood adversity. Sensitivity analyses revealed these associations were not

ur

driven by any particular adversity or category of adversity (i.e., threat or deprivation) nor by childhood
Network enrichment analyses revealed these associations were not

Jo

socioeconomic disadvantage.

localized but broadly distributed along a hierarchical cortical gradient of information processing.
Conclusions: Exposure to childhood adversity broadly is associated with widespread differences in
midlife grey matter across cortical and subcortical structures, suggesting biological embedding of
childhood adversity in the brain is long-lasting, but not localized. Research using retrospectively-reported
adversity likely underestimates the magnitude of these associations. These findings may inform future
research investigating mechanisms through which adversity becomes embedded in the brain and
influences mental health and cognition.
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Introduction
Childhood adversity, including abuse, neglect, and family disruption, is associated with lasting negative
health outcomes. A growing body of research documents consistent dose-response associations between
childhood adversity and later psychopathology(1–7). Identifying mechanisms through which adversity
becomes “biologically embedded” and thereby disrupt development has been a vigorous focus of
neuropsychiatric research(8–13). To date, research has revealed that childhood adversity is associated

f

with alterations in the structural integrity of affective, motivational, mnemonic, and executive control

oo

networks(7,14–33). However, the existing evidence for such biological embedding of adversity is limited

re
-

pr

in several ways.

First, the majority of studies have focused on a small number of a priori regions of interest, most

lP

prominently the amygdala and hippocampus. This targeted approach, at least initially, reflected results

na

from animal models demonstrating sensitivity of these brain regions to chronic stress(15). Even with
such a targeted approach, the findings have been inconsistent. For example, in child or adolescent

ur

samples scanned proximally to the exposure, adversity has been associated with less, more, and no
Although region of interest approaches

Jo

differences in amygdala grey matter volume(20–24).

predominate, whole-brain studies have reported associations between childhood adversity and grey matter
volume of regions extending beyond the amygdala and hippocampus, including the thalamus and
insula(17), and have moved beyond volumetric measures of cortex to more fine-grained measures of
surface area and thickness. Findings from these studies, however, have also been mixed. While most
studies of children and adults report either null, or negative, associations between childhood adversity and
surface area or cortical thickness of prefrontal, parietal or temporal regions (e.g., 25–27), a recent study
reported positive associations between childhood institutionalization and cortical surface area and
thickness of temporal regions in adulthood(28). Perhaps contributing to this inconsistency, there have
been few adequately-powered whole-brain studies. Regardless, the emerging literature suggests that a
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continued focus on a small number of regions may lead to a misleadingly localized view of how ACEs
may become embedded.

Second, most research on biological embedding of childhood adversity relies on cross-sectional designs
and retrospective reporting. However, a recent meta-analysis revealed that there is only fair agreement
between adversity retrospectively-reported in adulthood and prospectively-ascertained in childhood(34).

f

Moreover, there is concern that adults’ current mental health may bias retrospective reports of childhood

oo

experiences(35–37). Consistent with this concern, prospectively-ascertained adversity is more strongly

pr

linked to biomarker-indexed physical health outcomes, whereas retrospectively-reported adversity is more

re
-

strongly linked to interview-assessed mental disorders(38–40). There is less neuroimaging research
following children whose exposure to adversity was ascertained prospectively, and prospective studies

lP

have often focused on extreme forms of adversity, such as institutionalization(e.g. 27–29,31), that may

na

not generalize to more common forms of adversity. Prospective studies have generated seemingly
conflicting findings about the brain correlates of childhood adversity(32), and have not always confirmed

ur

findings from retrospective studies(33). These mixed results may be due to studies with insufficient

Jo

power that fail to detect small effects but that can also overestimate true effect sizes(41).

Here, we report a series of novel analyses undertaken to test the biological embedding of childhood
adversity. First, given the heterogeneity of existing findings and the tendency to focus on a priori regions
of interest, we report results from whole-brain analyses in which we test associations between childhood
adversity and two structural features of the cortex—surface area and thickness—as well as subcortical
grey matter volume. The patterns of associations identified using a whole-brain approach may indicate
mechanisms that operate within discrete circuits and structures, or broader mechanisms, such as chronic
inflammation, that act globally. Distinguishing between cortical surface area and thickness, which are
related to cortical volume but are independent and have been associated with genetically and
developmentally distinct factors(25,42), may provide further insight as to the mechanisms underlying the
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biological embedding of childhood adversity. Second, given the varied measures of adversity used across
studies and their inconsistent mapping onto brain, we compare structural associations identified using
both prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported adversity. Furthermore, we report post-hoc
analyses for associations between childhood experiences of threat versus deprivation and brain structure.
Third, we conduct our analyses on longitudinal data from a population-representative birth cohort

f

followed to midlife to determine possible long-term embedding of adversity.

oo

Methods and Materials

pr

A brief description of the samples and measures is reported below. A full description is provided in the

re
-

Supplemental Information.

lP

Study Design and Sample

na

Participants are members of the Dunedin Study, a longitudinal investigation of health and behavior in a
population-representative birth cohort. Study members (N=1,037) were all individuals born between

ur

April 1972 and March 1973 in Dunedin, New Zealand (NZ)(43). The cohort represented the full range of

Jo

socioeconomic status (SES) of NZ’s South Island and, as adults, matches the NZ National Health and
Nutrition Survey on key adult health indicators and same-age citizens in the NZ Census on educational
attainment(44). The cohort is 93% white. Data were available at birth and assessments were conducted
every few years, most recently at age 45, when 94% of living Study members participated. The relevant
ethics committees approved each phase of the Study and all Study members provided written informed
consent. Neuroimaging was carried out at age 45 in 93% (N=875) of participating Study members, who
represented the original cohort on key demographic variables (Supplemental Figure S1). Fourteen
neuroimaging datasets were excluded, yielding 861 for analysis.

Measures
Exposure to Childhood Adversity

5
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We assessed ten categories of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) introduced by the CDC-Kaiser
Permanente Adverse Childhood Experiences Study(1): five types of child harm (physical abuse,
emotional abuse, physical neglect, emotional neglect, and sexual abuse) and five types of household
dysfunction (incarceration of a family member, household substance abuse, household mental illness, loss
of a parent, and household partner violence). The number of these adversities experienced yielded a
cumulative ACEs score, coded 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4+. The distribution of ACEs for Study members included in

oo

f

the current analyses is presented in Supplemental Figure S2.

Prospectively-ascertained ACEs scores were generated from records gathered during seven biennial

pr

assessments carried out from ages 3-15, including social service contacts, structured notes from

re
-

interviewers, pediatricians, psychometricians, and nurses who assessed Study children and their parents,

lP

teachers’ notes of concern, and parental questionnaires, as previously described(38).

na

Retrospectively-reported ACEs scores were derived from structured interviews conducted with Dunedin
Study members at age 38, during which Study members were asked about childhood experiences of

ur

physical abuse and neglect, emotional abuse and neglect, sexual abuse, and the five ACEs relating to

Covariates

Jo

household dysfunction, as previously described(38).

Perinatal complications, assessed from hospital records and coded as the sum of the number of prenatal,
intrapartum, and neonatal complications experienced(45), were included to account for pre-existing
neurodevelopmental differences.

Childhood neurocognitive health, derived from an examination at age 3 that included assessments by a
pediatric neurologist, standardized tests of cognitive function, receptive language, motor skills, and
examiners’ ratings of emotional and behavioral regulation(46), was also included to account for preexisting neurodevelopmental differences.
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Perceived stress, assessed via self-reported(47) stress, coping ability, and controllability of events during
the past year, was included to account for potential bias of experiences more proximal to the MRI scan on
retrospectively-reported ACEs.

Associations between these covariates and prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs

oo

f

as well as measures of midlife brain structure are reported in Supplemental Table S1.

pr

Age-45 Brain Structure

re
-

Structural MRI data acquisition and processing are detailed in the Supplemental Information. For each
Study member, total cortical surface area and average cortical thickness were extracted from each of the

lP

360 cortical areas in the HCP-MPP1.0 parcellation(48). Regional cortical thickness and surface area

na

measures have previously been demonstrated to have excellent test-retest reliability in the Dunedin Study
(mean ICCs=0.85 and 0.99, respectively;49). Additionally, grey matter volumes were extracted for ten
These regional volumes also have

ur

subcortical structures using the FreeSurfer "aseg" parcellation.

Jo

excellent test-retest reliability in the Dunedin Study (mean ICC=0.96). Functional and clinical outcomes
associated with brain structure in the Dunedin cohort have been reported elsewhere (e.g., 50-52).

Statistical Analyses
All analyses were conducted in R version 3.6.1(53). Sex was a covariate in all analyses. Analyses were
pre-registered

(https://sites.google.com/site/moffittcaspiprojects/home/projectlist/gehred_2019)

and

checked for reproducibility by an independent data analyst, who recreated the code using the manuscript
and an unaltered copy of the dataset. To permit comparisons of effect sizes across prospectivelyascertained versus retrospectively-reported ACEs and across different measures of brain structure, we
report standardized regression coefficients and 95% confidence intervals.
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We estimated OLS regression models to test associations between ACEs and total cortical surface area
and average cortical thickness.

We first investigated associations of prospectively-ascertained and

retrospectively-reported ACEs with these measures of global brain structure in separate regression models
and then together in the same model. Each of these regression models was re-estimated with the inclusion
of perinatal complications, childhood neurocognitive health, and perceived adult stress as covariates.

f

As an extension of our global analyses, we conducted exploratory parcel-wise analyses of surface area

oo

and cortical thickness with prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs for each of the
We corrected for multiple

pr

360 regions comprising the parcellation scheme described above(48).

lP

false discovery rate (FDR) procedure(54).

re
-

comparisons across the 360 tests performed for surface area and cortical thickness independently using a

na

Finally, we tested the association between prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs
with the mean grey matter volumes of ten bilateral subcortical structures using OLS regression models.

ur

Mirroring the above analyses, we first investigated prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported

Jo

ACEs in separate regression models and then together in the same model. Each of these regression
models also was repeated with the inclusion of perinatal complications, childhood neurocognitive health,
and perceived adult stress as covariates. Results were FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons(54) across
the ten tests performed.

Sensitivity analyses
We conducted several sensitivity analyses to further probe the robustness of associations between
prospectively-ascertained ACEs and brain structure, revealed in our primary analyses, to differences in
total intracranial volume, childhood SES, and specific forms of adversity (Supplemental Information).

Network Enrichment Analysis
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Considering the widespread cortical differences identified in our primary analyses, we conducted a
network enrichment analysis to test whether the parcel-wise associations were enriched within specific
networks along a cortical gradient of hierarchical information processing(55;Supplemental
Information).

Results

f

Are prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs associated with cortical surface area

oo

and thickness?

pr

Both prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs were significantly associated with

re
-

smaller total surface area (prospective β=−.12 [95% CI:−.17,−.07], p<.001; retrospective β=−.06 [95%
CI:−.11,−.00], p=.03) and thinner average cortex (prospective β=−.13 [95% CI:−.20,−.06], p<.001;

lP

retrospective β=−.09 [95% CI:−.15,−.02], p=.01) at age 45 (Figure 1A-D). When entered into the same

na

model, prospectively-ascertained ACEs, but not retrospectively-reported ACEs, were significantly

ur

associated with both measures of global brain structure (Figure 1E-F).

Jo

To further illustrate the preferential mapping of prospectively-ascertained ACEs onto global measures of
brain structure in midlife, we examined these associations within two distinct subgroups of Study
members (Supplemental Figure S3). Among Study members who retrospectively reported no ACEs
(N=299), those who—according to our prospective records—had more documented ACEs, had smaller
total surface area (β=−.15 [95% CI: −.24,−.06], p=.001) and thinner average cortex (β=−.13 [95%
CI:−.24,−.02], p=.02). In contrast, among Study members whose prospective records did not document
any ACEs (N=360), the associations between retrospectively-reported ACEs and total surface area
(β=−.08 [95% CI:−.16,.01], p=.07) and average cortical thickness (β=−.05 [95% CI:−.15,.05], p=.36)
were not significant.
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Given that ACEs were associated with decreased global measures of cortical surface area and thickness,
we conducted a secondary set of analyses to explore the regional specificity of these associations.
Prospectively-ascertained ACEs were broadly associated with reduced cortical surface area; 357 of 360
parcels had negative effect sizes, and all 251 parcels surviving FDR correction showed a negative
association between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and surface area (Figure 2A). Consistent with the
patterns observed for global measures, retrospectively-reported ACEs were less strongly associated with

f

reduced cortical surface area across the brain; although 332 parcels had negative effect sizes, none

pr

oo

survived FDR correction (Figure 2B).

re
-

Prospectively-ascertained ACEs were also broadly associated with reduced cortical thickness; 349 of 360
parcels had negative effect sizes, and all 85 parcels surviving FDR correction showed a negative
Again,

lP

association between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and cortical thickness (Figure 2C).

na

retrospectively-reported ACEs were less strongly associated with reduced cortical thickness across the

ur

brain; although 306 parcels had negative effect sizes, only one survived FDR correction (Figure 2D).

volume?

Jo

Are prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported ACEs associated with subcortical grey matter

Prospectively-ascertained ACEs were associated with smaller grey matter volume not only of a priori
regions amygdala and hippocampus, but also the brainstem, caudate, cerebellum, pallidum, putamen,
thalamus, and ventral diencephalon. Retrospectively-reported ACEs, however, were only associated with
smaller grey matter volume of the amygdala, cerebellum, and hippocampus (Figure 3). When entered
into the same model, prospectively-ascertained ACEs, but not retrospectively-reported ACEs, were
significantly associated with smaller grey matter volume of the amygdala, brainstem, caudate, cerebellum,
pallidum, putamen, thalamus, and ventral diencephalon (Figure 3; Supplemental Figure S3).
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Are associations attributable to perinatal complications, compromised brain health in infancy, or
perceived stress in adulthood?
Prospectively-ascertained ACEs continued to be significantly associated with total surface area and
average cortical thickness, whereas retrospectively-reported ACEs were not (Supplemental Table S2).
Prospectively-ascertained ACEs also continued to be associated with smaller grey matter volume in five
structures including the amygdala, cerebellum, pallidum, thalamus, and ventral diencephalon (with a trend

f

toward an association with brainstem, caudate, and hippocampus), whereas retrospectively-reported

oo

ACEs continued to be associated with smaller grey matter volume in only two structures, the amygdala

re
-

pr

and hippocampus (Supplemental Table S3).

Post hoc sensitivity analyses

lP

The following post hoc sensitivity analyses probed the robustness of the associations between

na

prospectively-ascertained ACEs and midlife brain structure revealed in primary analyses.

ur

Does total intracranial volume influence associations with brain structure?

Jo

Because our findings were non-specific to particular brain areas, we expected ACEs would no longer be
statistically significantly associated with midlife brain structure if we controlled for ICV. This was the
case (Supplemental Table S4).

Does childhood SES influence associations with brain structure?
We accounted for the fact that children with more ACEs tend to live in socioeconomically deprived
circumstances. SES-adjusted point estimates of associations between ACEs and brain structure were
similar to the non-adjusted estimates (Figure 4). After adjusting for SES, seven of eleven associations
remained significant, with the average effect size only changing from -.09 to −.07 (Supplemental Table
S5).

The addition of socioeconomic deprivation as an extra ACEs did not significantly increase
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associations with brain structure (Figure 4). The average effect size remained at −.09 (Supplemental
Table S5).

Do different adversities contribute disproportionately to associations with brain structure?
We conducted a leave-one-out analysis, in which we removed individual adversities from the cumulative
ACEs score, in turn.

Removing any individual ACEs did not significantly alter the strength of

oo

f

associations with brain structure (Figure 5, Supplemental Table S6).

pr

Are threat- and deprivation-specific adversities differentially associated with brain structure?

re
-

We tested a theoretical framework(56) positing that experiences of threat versus deprivation lead to
different structural alterations(32). We did not observe consistent differences in the associations of

lP

threat- versus deprivation-specific adversities (Figure 6, Supplemental Table S7). Total cortical surface

na

area, average cortical thickness, and accumbens grey matter volume showed slightly different patterns of
associations with threat- and deprivation-specific adversities, where threat-specific adversities were more

ur

strongly associated with smaller total cortical surface area and smaller accumbens volume, and

Jo

deprivation-specific adversities were more strongly associated with thinner average cortex. For the
remaining nine structural measures, the point estimates for threat-specific adversities fell within the 95%
confidence intervals for the associations with deprivation-specific adversities and vice versa.

Are associations enriched within networks along a hierarchical cortical gradient?
Considering the widespread cortical differences identified in our primary analyses, we conducted a
network enrichment analysis testing whether the parcel-wise associations were enriched within specific
networks along a cortical gradient of hierarchical information processing(55;Supplemental Information;
Figure 7A). Although the strongest parcel-wise associations between ACEs and surface area tended to
cluster within heteromodal association areas, the association did not reach statistical significance
(Spearman’s ρ=−0.21, p=0.06; Figure 7B). The associations between ACEs and cortical thickness were
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likewise not enriched but distributed evenly across unimodal and heteromodal areas (Spearman’s
ρ=−0.02, p=0.39; Figure 7C).

Discussion
We analyzed data from 861 members of a birth cohort followed for five decades to test links between
childhood adversity and midlife structural brain integrity. Our analyses revealed five main findings.

f

First, both prospectively-ascertained and retrospectively-reported adversity were associated with smaller

oo

total cortical surface area and average cortical thickness, as well as with smaller subcortical grey matter

Third, associations with prospectively-ascertained

re
-

those with retrospectively-reported adversity.

pr

volume. Second, associations with prospectively-ascertained adversity were consistently stronger than

adversity remained significant even when controlling for retrospectively-reported adversity, suggesting

lP

that adversity is associated with brain structure regardless of whether recalled or reported by adults.

na

Fourth, parcel-wise analyses revealed that associations between prospectively-ascertained adversity and
both surface area and thickness were not regionally-specific but rather widely distributed across cortex.

ur

Likewise, the associations between prospectively-ascertained adversity and smaller subcortical grey

Jo

matter volume were not localized but apparent in 9 of the 10 structures examined.

Previous studies, including the largest study of childhood adversity to date(7), have demonstrated
associations with smaller grey matter volume across a number of cortical regions(16,17,25–27). Our
findings extend these prior associations by documenting that they encompass both surface area and
cortical thickness. Our network enrichment analyses further extend prior findings by demonstrating that
these associations are distributed relatively evenly across a cortical gradient of hierarchical information
processing from basic sensory and somatomotor to higher cognitive functions. With regard to subcortical
regions, adversity was associated with smaller grey matter volume not only of the amygdala and
hippocampus—two structures commonly targeted in prior studies of childhood adversity(15)—but also of
the brainstem, caudate, cerebellum, pallidum, putamen, thalamus, and ventral diencephalon.

Such
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widespread manifestations of adversity in the structural integrity of distributed cortical and subcortical
brain regions supporting basic to complex affective, cognitive, sensory and motoric processes is
consistent with research demonstrating that adversity is associated with increased risk for all forms of
mental disorder rather than any specific disorder(5).

The effect sizes we observed between childhood adversity and brain structure were small. However, this

f

is one of the first studies to report effect sizes from a population-representative sample. More research

oo

using large, population-representative samples will be necessary to accurately estimate the magnitude of

pr

exposure−brain associations(57). Moreover, as we have recently shown, ACE scores can forecast mean

re
-

group differences in later health problems but have poor accuracy in identifying individuals at high risk
for future health problems(58). However, small effect sizes may be consequential over the long term,

lP

either because effects accumulate over time or because many individuals are affected(59). Given the

ur

consequential.

na

research design, the effect sizes reported herein are most likely reliable and, while small, may also be

Jo

Several sensitivity analyses were conducted to further probe the associations between childhood adversity
and midlife brain structure. The observed associations between prospectively-ascertained adversity and
total cortical surface area, average cortical thickness, and half of the observed associations with
subcortical grey matter volume, were independent of potential pre-existing developmental risks or low
childhood SES that may influence brain development, as well as more proximal stressors near the time of
neuroimaging.

The observed associations were not driven by any particular type of adversity but

reflected relatively equal contributions of individual forms of adversity.

Furthermore, threat− and

deprivation−related adversities were largely associated with the same structural differences, with the
exception of exposure−specific associations with global cortical measures and accumbens volume.
Future research could investigate these differential associations.
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The study is not without limitations. First, our observational study cannot establish causality or exclude
all other potential explanations for the documented associations. For example, cortical thickness and
surface area are under partial genetic influence(42) as are some forms of adversity(60), raising the
possibility that common genes may unite the two. Second, we had only one wave of neuroimaging data,
in midlife(61). Childhood neuroimaging could not be done in the Dunedin Study, which launched in
1972 before scanning was possible. Third, our findings are limited to a single primarily white cohort born

f

in the 1970s. Fourth, we were unable to investigate critical periods, as we did not know the exact timing

oo

of adversity. Fifth, it is possible that prospectively-ascertained adversity was more strongly associated

pr

with structural brain integrity than retrospectively-reported adversity because prospective measurement

re
-

may detect relatively severe forms of adversity. However, prospective rates were lower than retrospective
rates for the most severe adversity types, such as sexual abuse (Supplemental Figure S2C). Sixth,

lP

following common practice in research and clinical settings, we summarized childhood adversity in a

na

single index that did not distinguish between different adversities which, in theory, may have different
sequelae. However, recent analyses suggest considerable overlap across most types of adversity(62) and

ur

our post hoc sensitivity analyses indicated that this overlap extends to the associations of different types

Jo

of adversity with brain structure. Seventh, it has previously been demonstrated that retrospective reports
of adversity are more strongly related to self-reports of mental health, whereas prospectively-ascertained
measures of adversity are more strongly related to objective biomarkers of physical health(38). Our
finding, that prospective measures of adversity are more strongly related to objective measures of
structural brain integrity, taken together with the fact that associations between adversity and mental
health are stronger than those between adversity and brain structure(38,40) suggests that the link between
adversity and mental health is not readily accounted for by brain structure as assessed in the current study.

These limitations notwithstanding, our findings have implications for theory, methodology, and policy.
With respect to theory, the finding that childhood adversity is associated with structural differences in
midlife brain is consistent with the hypothesis that early life stress may become biologically embedded(8–
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14). But whereas initial research on the effects of chronic stress and adversity and the developing brain
focused primarily on the hippocampus, and later on other regions such as the amygdala and prefrontal
cortex, we find that adversity-related structural differences are evident across the entire brain, suggesting
that if adversity does become biologically embedded in the brain, it does not do so with much local
specificity.

f

The widespread, non-localized nature of associations between childhood adversity and midlife structural

Specifically, it suggests focusing on broad developmental pathways and

pr

biologically embedded.

oo

brain integrity has implications for future studies of mechanisms through which adversity becomes

re
-

pathophysiological mechanisms that may be sensitive to childhood adversity. For example, disruptions to
synaptogenesis, such as accelerated pruning, may result in long-term and widespread differences in

lP

structural brain integrity(9). Chronic stress may also impact global brain structure through sympathetic

na

activation of a proinflammatory immune response(12). Such chronic inflammation may alter the activity
of specialized cells and molecules that are part of the brain’s immune system, such as microglia, which

ur

are responsible for neuronal repair and clearing cellular debris(12,13). Microglia are also involved in

Jo

neurodevelopmental processes such as synaptogenesis, neurogenesis, and synaptic pruning(13). Thus,
chronic inflammation, particularly during critical neurodevelopmental periods, may be a pathway through
which childhood adversity results in long-term, widespread, and non-localized brain alterations. Yet
another possible pathway through which early environmental stress may alter the brain in a global manner
is trauma-induced engagement in health-harming behaviors such as smoking, heavy drinking, and poor
nutrition. These health-harming behaviors have been demonstrated to have physiological effects(3),
which may, in turn, broadly impact brain structure. Given these widespread differences in structural brain
integrity, future studies should not restrict their analyses to a priori regions of interest.

To be

appropriately-powered to conduct whole-brain analyses, future studies—both prospective and
retrospective—will need to be larger.

Currently, many studies examining the brain correlates of

childhood adversity in children and adolescents include fewer than a hundred participants(32), thereby
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limiting the power with which these studies can examine multiple structural features of the brain.
Retrospective studies of adults may need even more participants, given that retrospective reporting
underestimates associations between childhood adversity and midlife brain structure.

Regardless,

continuing to limit the scope of analyses to a few select regions of interest may paint a misleadingly
localized picture of how childhood adversity becomes biologically embedded in the structure of the brain.

To date, studies investigating the biological

f

The findings also have methodological implications.

oo

embedding of stress have mostly relied on retrospective reports of adversity (for a review, see 14).

pr

However, retrospectively-reported measures of adversity do not correlate very highly with prospectively-

re
-

ascertained measures(34). It is generally thought that retrospective reports may inflate associations
between childhood adversity and adult health, because people with mental health problems may

lP

exaggerate, or be biased to remember, bad experiences(36,37). While that may be the case in relation to

na

the link between childhood adversity and interview-assessed mental disorders, evidence suggests that
prospectively-ascertained adversity is more highly correlated with biomarker-assessed health than are

ur

retrospectively-reported measures(38). Our findings extend this pattern to brain structure. Prospectively-

Jo

ascertained adversity was associated with midlife brain structure even in Study members who did not
report adversity retrospectively. This raises the possibility that previous studies relying on retrospective
reports have underestimated the magnitude of associations between childhood adversity and brain
structure. Future neuroimaging studies of pediatric populations should prospectively ascertain childhood
adversity.

Lastly, the findings have implications for policy. Given consistent evidence linking childhood adversity
to an increased health burden across the lifespan(1–3,63), there has been a rise in public health initiatives
focused on screening in an effort to prevent health problems later in life(64). Although our findings do
not directly speak to the importance of screening, they do suggest that childhood adversity is associated
with persistent differences in biology detectable decades later, and that retrospective screening reports
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underestimate the strength of this association. As lifespan continues to increase around the world, a better
understanding of the long-term impact of childhood adversity on midlife brain structure may help ensure

Jo

ur

na

lP

re
-

pr

oo

f

that healthspan increases as well.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Associations between childhood adversity and global brain structure. Scatterplots of
associations between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and A) total surface area and B) average cortical
thickness. Scatterplots of associations between retrospectively-reported ACEs and C) total surface area
and D) average cortical thickness. Forest plots of standardized effect sizes (ß and 95% confidence
intervals) for the associations between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and retrospectively-reported

oo

f

ACEs with E) surface area and F) average cortical thickness.

pr

Figure 2. Associations between childhood adversity and parcel-wise measures of cortical surface

re
-

area and thickness. Parcel-wise associations of A) prospectively-ascertained and B) retrospectivelyreported ACEs with surface area (p < .05, FDR corrected). Parcel-wise associations of C) prospectively-

lP

ascertained and D) retrospectively-reported ACEs with cortical thickness (p < .05, FDR corrected). Color

na

bars reflect standardized effect sizes (ß).

ur

Figure 3. Associations between childhood adversity and subcortical grey matter volume. A) The

Jo

ten subcortical structures for which grey matter volume was estimated. B) Standardized effect sizes (ß
and 95% confidence intervals) for associations between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and
retrospectively-reported ACEs with average grey matter volume of 10 subcortical structures.

Figure 4. Influence of childhood SES on associations between prospectively-ascertained adversity
and brain structure. Associations between prospectively-ascertained ACEs and age-45 brain structure
are plotted in black, associations with SES included as an ACEs are plotted with a filled blue square, and
associations with SES included as a covariate are plotted with an open blue square. Forest plot shows
standardized effect sizes (ß and 95% confidence intervals).
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Figure 5. Associations between individual forms of adversity and brain structure. Prospectivelyascertained ACEs scores were re-calculated excluding one item at a time. Standardized effect sizes for
the associations between the newly-calculated leave-one-out ACEs scores and each measure of age-45
brain structure are plotted in the bar graph. Associations with all ACEs are plotted in yellow and
associations with leave-one-out ACEs scores in shades of blue.

Associations between threat-specific and deprivation-specific adversity and brain

f

Figure 6.

oo

structure. Associations between age-45 brain structure and all ACEs are plotted with a black square,

pr

threat-specific ACEs, covarying for deprivation, with an open blue square, and deprivation-specific

re
-

ACEs, covarying for threat, with an open purple square. Forest plot shows standardized effect sizes (ß

lP

and 95% confidence intervals).

na

Figure 7. Correspondence of parcel-wise associations with adversity along a cortical gradient of
hierarchical information processing. A) Cortical gradient capturing the macroscale hierarchical

ur

organization of information processing from basic sensory and somatomotor (cool colors) to higher

Jo

cognitive (warm colors) functions(55). Standardized effect sizes for the associations between
prospectively-ascertained ACEs and parcel-wise B) cortical surface area and C) cortical thickness are
plotted along the gradient. The slope of the line represents the correlation between each map of
standardized effect sizes and the cortical gradient.
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